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Introduction

In business development, a maturity model is a common way to distinguish 
the capabilities and needs of different companies. The maturity of your 
security provides a context which, in turn, helps when determining your 
needs. Let’s briefly explain the background of this model.

Capability maturity modelling

Capability maturity modelling, or CMM, is a process which helps to measure the 
general effectivity, and efficacy, of programs and processes. “Maturity” in this case, 
relates to the programs and processes in terms of security. A security maturity 
model contains a set of characteristics, or indicators, that represent capability within 
an organisation’s security program.

Maturity modelling, based on CMM, focuses on creating processes that are thorough, 
repeatable, and have the potential to improve. CMM works to automate, where 
possible, to make the processes an effective part of an organisation’s overall 
operational infrastructure.

Utilising CMM can help an organisation identify the areas for potential improvement, 
for example, processes that are reactive to security threat, can be modified to apply 
a proactive approach and implement measurable improvements.
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A capability security maturity model defines five distinct maturity levels. Each of these levels identifies the key 
aspects that relate to the current security processes and practises.

As an organisation progresses from one level to the next, their processes will evolve from an initial unorganised 
and unstructured approach, to a dynamic and continuously optimised strategy.

There are key process areas (KPAs) that characterise each level of the maturity model. KPAs are a cluster of 
related practices that, when implemented effectively, satisfy goals that improve a given area of the security 
programme.

The following KPAs provide focus for each level within the maturity model:
• The commitment to perform,
• The ability to perform
• The activities performed
• The measurement and analysis of results
• The verification regarding the implementation of processes

Aspects of a Security Maturity Model
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The aforementioned KPAs should be considered within each of the following maturity model levels:

Optimised security does not mean that an organisations maturity has reached its maximum potential, however. 
It provides the confirmation that the business is constantly adapting and evolving, ensuring improvement and 
progression.

Your Security Maturity Level

In this document you’ll read more about your organisation’s security maturity level. If you haven’t done the scan 
yet, please follow the link below.

Level - Initial

At this level, there 
are no security 
practises in place. 
Processes are ad 
hoc and informal. 
Security is reactive 
and not repeatable, 
measurable, or 
scalable.

At this stage of 
maturity, there is 
growing awareness of 
the need for security. 
Although there are 
some procedures 
in place, they are 
relatively unjustified 
from a business 
perspective.

Within this phase, 
processes are defined, 
standardised and 
formalised. This helps 
create consistency 
across the 
organisation, allowing 
measurement and 
quantification from a 
security viewpoint.

At this stage, the 
organisation begins 
to refine and adapt 
their security 
practises to make 
them more effective 
and efficient, based 
on the information 
received from their 
programme.

An organisation 
operating at this 
level, has processes 
that are automated, 
formalised, and 
constantly analysed 
for optimisation. 
Security is an integral 
part of the business 
culture, delivering 
clear business value.

Level - Developing Level - Defined Level - Managed Level - Optimising

Start Security Maturity Scan

nedapsecurity.com/self-scan

https://www.nedapsecurity.com/self-scan/
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Level - Initial
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security, 
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Static security,
repeatable and 

compliant

Adaptable security, 
effective and 

dynamic

Predictive security 
addressing dynamic 

business demand

No focus 
on security

• No security policy
• No risk assessments
• No dedicated security organisation

There’s currently no, or little, focus on security in your 
organisation. This is often due to the current business 
strategy and shouldn’t immediately be viewed as a 
problem. 

It is, however, worth assessing the incidents that have 
happened in the last year. Try to determine the cause 
of each incident, the (financial) impact it had on your 
business, and the probability it will happen again. 
It’s important to put incidents in context so they can 
be assessed appropriately. It’s unwise, for example, 
to invest heavily in mitigating a risk that happens 
infrequently and/or has little financial impact on your 
business.

Start to detail your company’s critical business 
processes and assets. Try to identify the aspects 
that ensure your business continues and, therefore, 
generates revenue. Once you have a clear idea of 
“what” needs to be protected and “why”, it becomes 
much easier to decide “how”.
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No focus 
on security

Level - Developing

Preliminary security, reducing risk

• Security policy present
• Dedicated security function present
• No formalisation
• Not based on risk assessment

Your organisation has taken the first vital steps in 
addressing security. However, it’s not formalised 
and verifiable. The approach may be consistent but, 
as it’s not formalised, it’s impossible to verify. You 
need to be sure that security decisions are based on 
experience, best practices or the analysed outcome of 
a relevant risk assessment.

By formalising processes and procedures, your 
security approach will become repeatable and, 
therefore, verifiable. Personnel will be aware of 
what’s expected of them and able to assess situations 
and, where necessary, make improvements.

The security team becomes more transparent, making 
it easier to determine which risks are mitigated 
effectively and which aren’t.

Once your security team has formalised its work 
practices, you can start involving business users 
and building personnel into your security approach. 
Increasing security awareness can become part of 
your security strategy.

It can be useful, at this stage, to do a risk assessment. 
This provides a solid basis for security processes and 
procedures and helps to justify the associated work 
and cost. 
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Level - Defined

Static security, repeatable and compliant

• Security policy present
• Dedicated security organisation present
• Yearly risk assessment performed
• Static security policy
• Reluctant security adoption

Your security team has verifiable control over security 
and they act in a predictable way when addressing 
incidents or threats. This control is reflected in your 
compliance with the legislation and regulations to 
which your business must adhere.

Your business today, however, doesn’t compare with 
how it was ten years ago. It’s constantly changing 
and adapting at a startling rate. Your security needs 
to assess this business change and, where necessary, 
adapt to support your business goals. This may mean 
you need additional security, but it may also mean 
you could reduce security.

You have a solid overview of the known risks and 
threats and how to address them. But are you 
prepared for the unknown?

New business opportunities and approaches bring 
new and unprecedented threats. It’s important to 
identify the factors that affect your organisation – not 
only from a business point of view but also from an 
environmental, social or political viewpoint.

Having established a clearly defined and repeatable 
approach, it may feel difficult to acknowledge that a 
dynamic approach offers extra benefits that can’t be 
addressed by a static implementation. However, it’s 
important to note that a solid foundation is needed to 
progress further.

Now is the time to streamline processes and 
procedures and learn to adapt effectively to change. 
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Initial Developing Defined Managed Optimising
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business demand

No focus 
on security

Level - Managed

Adaptable security, effective and dynamic

• Dynamic security policy present
• Dedicated security organisation present
• Regular risk assessments performed
• Embedded acceptance of security
• Proactive security

Your security team is well trained and effective. Your 
greatest strength to date is the flexibility and capacity 
to adapt. This reduces your vulnerability to unknown 
or unidentified threats.

It’s impossible to anticipate every potential outcome 
and prepare in advance. The effectiveness of your 
team is grounded in its ability to react rapidly, using 
the information at hand.

For this reason, data collection and metrics are 
a wise investment. Not only will they play a part 
in retrospective analysis, but also in real-time 
assessment to ensure the impact of any incident is 
restricted to an acceptable minimum.

Your security team’s role is to add business value 
and protect the values and norms defined in your 
organisational strategy. Finding the right balance, 
between performing this role and the resulting 
financial cost, is a never-ending challenge. However, 
arming yourself with information so you’re able to 
make informed decisions, is a crucial step in the right 
direction. 

By applying analytics to your information and 
processes, you can adapt rapidly and stay ahead of 
the game.
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Level - Optimising

Predictive security, addressing dynamic business demand

• Dynamic security policy present
• Dedicated security organisation present
• Continuous risk assessment
• Embedded acceptance of security
• Future focussed simulation

Your security team is able to identify potential threats 
and react before they become a problem. 

Data is collated, analysed and fed back into your 
processes and procedures. By automating feedback, 
you ensure an effective, continuous self-improvement 
programme. Which provides information for predictive 
and prescriptive purposes.

This dynamic situation ensures your security is 
constantly aligned with your business, providing 
real-time insights into local and global operations 
throughout your organisation.

The same information can be used when 
communicating with stakeholders and decision 
makers, ensuring that all negotiation is based on facts 
and figures. This level of understanding inevitably 
leads to trust, embedding the concept of security into 
your business culture.

This is where the line between security and business 
begins to blur and security takes an active part in 
strategic business change, especially in the planning 
phases. Your security is fully aligned with the 
business strategy and anticipates business needs. 

To create the ultimate business environment, 
and address constantly changing business needs, 
integrate your security team with your business 
team.”
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What’s next?

Security managers face the challenge of ensuring 
business continuity, while also guaranteeing 
compliance and minimising risks and incidents. Your 
access control system is an important line of defense. 
But to gain the most from your physical security, you 
need a broader, more holistic perspective than just 
physical measures.

To illustrate this, we’ve identified the primary 
categories influencing physical access governance.

We believe that physical access needs strong 
governance to ensure the business continuity of 
critical assets and processes. The effectiveness of 
your security measures is influenced by nineteen vital 
elements, ordered in five key domains.

The health wheel
Our health wheel shows these five key domains that 
are essential for gaining insight into your current 
physical security situation. Using this wheel, we can 
provide:

• Practical recommendations for improvements.
• Managerial advice with input for future develop-

ments.

Do you want more information?
We’re here to help. Please don’t hesitate to contact us. 

How does your organisation score in 5 key domains?

Compliance People &
Organisation

Buildings &
Locations

Risks &
Incidents

Business &
Assets

Jeroen Harmsen, CPP
Security Professional

jeroen.harmsen@nedap.com
+31 653175407

Linda Howson
Security Professional

linda.howson@nedap.com
+31 634242113

Hendrik Koopmans 
Security Professional

hendrik.koopmans@nedap.com
+31 629069249
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Want to know more
Just get in touch with us

Nedap Security Management
Parallelweg 2
7141 DC Groenlo, The Netherlands
+31 544 471 111
info@nedapsecurity.com

www.nedapsecurity.com


